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Abstract: As one of the most important needs of people lives urban or rural, public security and 
welfare is always important and its provision in different occasions, has inseparable bond with human 
existence nature. Provision of public security and welfare is posed as a public security and welfare 
issues un every society and it should be mentioned that one of main duties of governments is adoption 
of efficient suitable measures for provision of this significant goal. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Crimes conducted against domestic and international security are criminally conducted actions which 

damage a country interests and profits and endanger our country's internal and external security and 
independence public welfare crimes damage economic, industrial, and social and social service relations and 
threaten public welfare. we'll examine crimes case study which are against our country security and welfare 
directly. 
 
Anti-security Crimes: 

Here, we deal with a group of crimes which are discussed under the little of anti-security crimes in Iran 
laws: 

1.War: war originates from “combat” root which originally means to take away. In 33th verse of Maedeh in 
Quran, it means to fight with Muslims and God and Islam prophet ruling manifestations which is Islamic 
government establishment. 

Beside this meaning, corruption on earth is mentioned and a corrupt man is a person who destroys balance 
and equilibrium on earth and make the earth an unsuitable place to live on. 

 
War Crimes And Corruption Includes The Followings: 

1. Frightening people by shooting with gun. 
Islamic punishment law article No.183 : everybody who uses gun to threaten people and deprive them from 

freedom and security is considered as a fighter against God and a corrupt man. 
2. Unsettling security through armed robbery and robbing. 
3. Armed uprising against Islamic government. 
4. Forming plot in order to over throw the Islamic government. 
5. to candidate in order to take over one of the critical positions in coup government. 
2.Formation and managing anti-security groups 
Islamic punishment law-article No. 498 : If a person who forms a group, population of two or more in or 

out of country under any name and aims to unsettle the security of the country is not considered a fighter against 
God and will be sentenced to two to ten years jail. 

3.To propagandize against Islamic system or in favour of anti system groups  
Article No. 5 Islamic punishment law : a person who will be sentenced to 3 months to one year jain. 
4.Espionage and its related crimes. 
Espionage is one of the old blatant manifestations of act against security which is considered an organized 

and beyond national borders, because by committing this crime, other foreign countries will have security and 
military affair. 
 
-Hare Are Some Espionage Crimes: 

 4-1. Informing persons who lack jurusdiction to have access to top secrets. 
 4-2. Entering to forbidden places in order to get conformation. 
 4-3. Provocating to war and common people or armed forces mass-killings. 
 4-4. Bombing threat. 

 
We Can Refer To The Following Affairs Regarding Other Anti-Security Crimes: 

 1. Assassination of political authorities. 
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 2. To scarilege and insult government system high-rank officials. 
 3. To sabotage public properties,meadews,jungles and protected areas. 
 4. To collude in order to committing anti-security crimes. 
 5. Dissemination of lies and false statements. 
 6. Pretension,showing off power and tumult. 
 7. To take actions in order to separate a part of Iran's territory. 

 
-Crimes Against Public Welfare: 

like punishments against public anti-security crimes, punishment against public anti-welfare crimes are 
enacted to support people interests. 

These punishments may cause harm and loss to specific person or group, but supporting society as a whole 
is the law marker main goal. 

The most significant property of this punishment is that their enactment does require to any actual harm, but 
the important thing is the possibility to violate public welfare, for example in forgery crime: 

Firstly, the forger intend to harm public welfare and secondly, his act causes harm to society, although it’s 
not proved that there is a person harmed by his crime. 
 
-Anti Public Welfare Crimes Include: 

forgery and dissimulation, coin counterfeit, bribery 
 
1. Forgery and dissimulation: 

In word terminology, forgery means to transform and change. 
Regarding economic, social stability, we should say that people should be able to trust accuracy and 

authenticity of documents and writings used for various goals. 
The word dissimultation which comes after it, indicates deception and deceit in order to swindle and take 

away a person's properties. 
In religious juris prudence,we can refer to general headings such as eating void and unlawful property or 

guile prevention and fround which are mentioned in Quran many times and committing this crime is banned and 
the criminal will be punished(or punished below the full amount prescribed by law) 

Among these verses un Quran we can refer to "Nessa(woman) verse:" 
 
Forgery And Dissimulation Manifestations Are As Follows: 

 1. To forge a writing or document 
 2. To forge official and non-officials' seals and signatures 
 3. To scrape and scratch 
 4. To write 
 5. To annexate 
 6. To wipe out or annexate 
 7. To advance or postpone, document date comparing its real date 
 8. To annexate a writing to another one. 
 9. To use another person without his/her permission 

 
-Different Physical Act Which Can Prove Material Forgery Are As Follow: 

 1. Bank documents or domestic or international bank bill forgery. 
 2. Forging orders, signature, a state official's handwriting, seal or signature. 
 3. Academic degrees forgery 
 4. Courts' verdicts or state treasury issued bills or documents forgery. 
 5. non-official writings and documents forgery. 
 6. Takinng photo from papers and documents. 
 7. Sicknote forgery 
 8. Issuing illegal certificate. 
 10. Taking test for another persons. 

 
2. Coin Counterfeit And Forged Coin Distribution: 

People public welfare demands to trust the money they exchange in their economic relations and react to 
what ever factor which harms that trust. 

One of the these examples is provision and counterfeit of coin which is in the focus of all "coin" 
punishments. 
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Among Silver And Gold Coins Crimes Are: 
 2-1. Forging silver and gold coins. 
 2-2. non-silver and gold coins simulatitons 
 2-3. Scratching on silver and gold coins. 
 2-4. Distribution or give and take of forged coins. 
 2-5. Importing forged or scratched coins in to country. 
 

3. Giving and Recieving bribery: 
The word bribery means: money or thing is given to somebody in order to spoil a right or issue a verdict 

against jusdice or doing something which is against one's duty. 
And its juridical meaning is: what ever which is given to some bady in order to null and spoil a right and 

administer the null. 
Giving and recieving bribery are crimes against public welfare which make people lose their trust teward 

executive and administrative system and a competition healthly field will be destroyed. Also government 
officials will be corruped and immoral. 

Giving bribery refers to money,property or a document offerring money or property which are given to 
government officials or staffs employed in public organizations for doing or not doing duties related to their 
organizations. 
 
Conclusion: 

Our country political independence and rulling support and establishment of security and public peace of 
our citizen are the most important duties of every government. And any crime which end angers them are 
against society interest. So,from the old time,tough rules have been enacted fo these crimes and government 
reacts tough reaction against them. 

And it should be said that any crime which unsettle public peace and society security will be placed in this 
crime category. 
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